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Definiteness 

English, Spanish and Arabic all select articles on the basis of  
definiteness. 

          INDEFINITE          DEFINITE 

English      a/an      the 

Spanish    un/una      la/el 

                     unos/unas    las/los 

Arabic        Ø       al- 
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Definiteness 

Spanish articles also differ according to number and gender, 
whereas English and Arabic articles do not. 

      INDEFINITE      DEFINITE 

Masc singular  un    el   

Masc plural    unos    los 

Fem singular    una    la   

Fem plural    unas    las    
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Definiteness 

Definiteness is generally taught to all proficiency levels. Anecdotally, 
teachers report that instruction may not be effective. 

Definiteness: linguistic and pedagogical definitions 

If  a noun phrase is... 

1.  [+definite], then the speaker and hearer presuppose the existence 
of  a unique individual in the set denoted by the NP. (Ionin et al. 
2004) 

2.  [definite], then both the speaker and the listener can identify the 
noun, and answer the question 'Which one?' 
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Article pedagogy:  
teaching definiteness 

•  Grammar books will tend to list uses of  the definite and 
indefinite articles, but do not provide a ‘one size fits all’ 
generalisation. 

•  Definiteness = identifiability 

Pedagogical definition: both the                                      speaker 
and the listener can identify                                     the noun, and 
answer the question                                 ‘Which one?’ 

                                                                 speaker                listener 
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Article pedagogy: 
teaching definiteness 

•  Differences between how the definite and indefinite articles are used 
in languages that may initially appear to be similar. 

E.g. In French the definite article is used when addressing people, in 
Spanish it is not used. 

 
   Fr: Oui, monsieur le  Président  Sp: Sí,   señor Presidente  
       Yes, Mr.          the President             Yes, Mr.    President 

“Yes, Mr. President” 

•  Should these differences be taught? 

Examples from Butt and Benjamin (2004 p.27) 
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Specificity 

•  Specificity is related to the knowledge of  the speaker in the 
context of  an utterance  

•  An individual/object is specific when the ‘speaker’ knows 
which individual/object the utterance is referring to. 

E.g. I’d like to talk to the winner of  today’s race—she is my best 
friend! 

•  An individual/object is is nonspecific when the ‘speaker’ does 
not know which individual/object the utterance is referring to. 

E.g. I’d like to talk to the winner of  today’s race—whoever that is; 
I’m writing a story about this race for the newspaper 

Examples from Ionin et al. (2004,p.8) 
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Specificity 

Specificity (in English, Arabic and Spanish) is not marked by the 
use of  articles, but there is a distinction in meaning that can be 
derived from context.  

 

English     Arabic     Spanish 

 a/an           Ø   la/las/el/los     specific or nonspecific  

 the          al-  una/unas/un/unos  specific or nonspecific  
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Specificity in English 
( with definites) 

(a) Specific 

Joan wants to present the prize to the winner- but he doesn’t want 
to receive it from her. 

  (= a particular winner) 

(b) Non-specific 

Joan wants to present the prize to the winner- so she’ll have to wait 
around until the race finishes. 

  (=whoever wins the race) 

Examples from Lyons (1999: 167)  
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Specificity in English 
(with indefinites) 

(a) Specific 

Peter intends to marry a merchant banker – even though he 
doesn’t get on with her at all. 

 (= a particular banker) 

(b) Non-specific 

Peter intends to marry a merchant banker – even though he hasn’t 
met one yet. 

 (=any person that is a banker) 

Examples from Lyons (1999, p.167)  
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Specificity in Arabic  
(with definites)  

(a) Specific  

 
bedi:       ʔaʕmo   muqabala              mʕ     al-fajez  
want-1SG           make-1SG       INDEF-interview-FEM      with   the-winner-NOM-MASC 
 
huwa  ṢaḌi:qi: 
he-BE  friend-Poss 
 
“I want to interview the winner. He is my friend.” 

(b) Non-specific 

 
bedi:       ʔaʕmol        muqabala             mʕ      al-fajez  
want-1SG   make-1SG    INDEF-interview-FEM          with    the-winner-NOM-MASC 
 
mabaʕref    mi:n  huwa 
know-NEG-1SG  who  he-BE 
  
 
“I want to interview the winner. I don’t know who he is.” 
 

Examples from Sarko (2011, p.35) 
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Specificity in Arabic  
(with indefinites)  

(a) Specific  
al-ustaz:   ʕla   śu  ʕm   ddawer 
the-teacher-MASC    on   what  AUX-PROG  search-2SG-MASC   
 
al-Ṭaləb:    ʕm  ddawer   ʕla  kita:b   
the-student-MASC-SG  AUX-PROG  search-2SG-MASC  on  INDEF-book 
nsitu    hon   məbarħa 
forget-PAST-1SG   here  yesterday 

 
The teacher: “What are you looking for?” The student: “I am looking for a book I forgot here 
yesterday.”  
 
(b) Non-specific  

A: leś  rajeħ     al-maktaba?                                                                                            A: 
why  go-PROG-2SG-MASC   the-library-FEM   

B: bukra  mesafar.  bbeddi   ʔśtri:  kita:b  laqra  ʕla  al-Ṭari:k                            B: 
tomorrow  travel-1SG  want-1SG  buy-1SG  INDEF-book  to –red  on  the-way 

A: “Why are you going to the library?” B: “Tomorrow I am travelling. I want to buy a book to 
read on the way.”            Examples  from Sarko (2011, p.35) 
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Specificity in Spanish 
(with definites) 

Isabel  quiere        entregarle      el   premio al       ganador… 

Isabel  want-3SG  present-clitic the prize     to the  winner… 

“Isabel wants to present the prize to the winner… 

 (a) Specific  pero él  no  quiere        que ella se    lo       entregue.   

   but   he not want-3SG  that  she clitic  clitic give-3SG  

  but he doesn’t want her to give it to him” 

 (b) Non-specific   pero tendrá               que esperar a  que termine         la  carrera.  

  but   have-3SG-FUT that wait       to that finish-3SGS the race    

  …but she will have to wait until the race finishes.”                                  

Examples from García Mayo (2009,p.23)  
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Specificity in Spanish 
(with indefinites) 

Carlos  quiere        casarse con   una médico… 

Carlos  want-3SG  marry   with  a     physician… 

“Carlos wants to marry a physician… 

(a) Specific  aunque   siempre está    discutiendo con  ella en el   hospital.   

              although always   is-3SG arguing        with her in the hospital. 

  although he is always arguing with her in the hospital.” 

(b) Non-specific  anuque   todavía no  conoce        a     ninguna.   

    although still        no  know-3SG  OBJ none. 

             although he hasn’t met one yet.” 

          Example from Garcia Mayo (2009, p.23) 
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What the research says 

Ionin et al. (2004, 2008, 2009) 

•  A speaker whose L1 does not have articles may sometimes 
select articles on the basis of  specificity. 

•  They commit more errors in contexts where definiteness and 
specificity do not match.  

         i.e [+definite, −specific] & [−definite, +specific] 
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What the research says 

Slabakova (2008) 
•  Learners face difficulty mapping L2 forms to their target 

meaning when the form-meaning mapping in L2 is 
different than L1.  

 

•  L2-aquisition of  form/meaning mappings might be subject 
to L1-transfer.  

García Mayo (2009) 

•  Spanish learners of  English transfer what they know about 
definiteness when learning articles. 
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Article pedagogy:  
teaching specificity 

The What 

Learners should know that: 

Definite ≠ Specific  

Specific: the speaker knows which individual/object 

Nonspecific: the speaker does not know which individual/object  

The How 

•  Explicit grammar rules about the distinction  

•  Practice with examples that focus on form and meaning 
mismatches 
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Article pedagogy:  
teaching specificity 

•  EFL/EAL learners with no articles in their first language can 
be made aware of  the specificity distinction with examples and 
pictures. 

1)  Sarah wants to read a book about butterflies,                                    
but she can’t find it. 

 

2)  Sarah wants to read a book about butterflies,                   but 
she can’t find one. 

 

Ionin (2006 p.180) 
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Summary of  definiteness  
and specificity 

•      Definiteness  
•  Is taught to language learners                    

•  Different forms of  the article for definite and indefinite 
•  Identifiability of  a noun    

•     Specificity        
•  Isn’t taught to language learners 

•  Same form of  the article for specific and non-specific 

•  Intention of  the speaker to refer 
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Agreement problems with articles 

•  In many languages, articles and nouns must agree in gender 
and number. 

•  Agreement errors can extend to include adjectives, verbs etc. 

•  There are exceptions for individual languages.                              
e.g. In Spanish, the masculine article may be used before a 
feminine noun for phonological reasons. 

   el alma    un alma 
         the soul              a soul 

•  Is there a more effective way to teach students about potential 
problems with articles? 
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Implications for language 
teaching 

•  Definiteness is taught, but other elements of  article meaning (e.g. 
specificity) are not. 

•  There can be problems with the accuracy of  information used in 
teaching materials. 

•  The study of  article meaning could be of  interest to language 
teachers if  individual learners have problems with article misuse.  

•  Are classroom materials that use meta-linguistic terminology and 
highlight form/meaning mismatches effective? 

•  How much information should we expect learners to retain (and use 
in spontaneous production)? 
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Summary 

•  Definiteness  
•  Examples from English, Spanish and Arabic 
•  Questions about effectiveness of  instruction 

•  Specificity 
•  Examples from English, Spanish and Arabic 
•  Extensively researched, potentially problematic 
•  Maybe teach to EAL learners? 

•  Agreement errors most likely source of  problems for 
MFL learners. 

•  Implications…to be continued 
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